Severely reduced diffusion capacity in idiopathic pulmonary arterial hypertension: patient characteristics and treatment responses.
A subgroup of patients with idiopathic pulmonary arterial hypertension (IPAH) has severely reduced diffusing capacity of the lung for carbon monoxide (DLCO) and poor prognosis. Their characteristics are currently unknown. The aim of this study is to contrast clinical characteristics and treatment responses of IPAH-patients with a severely reduced and more preserved DLCO. Retrospectively, 166 IPAH patients were included and grouped based on a DLCO cut-off value of 45% pred (IPAH(<45%) and IPAH(≥45%)). Clinical characteristics, treatment responses and survival were compared. IPAH(<45%) were older, more often male, had a more frequent history of coronary disease and a higher tobacco exposure. Forced expiratory volume in 1 s (FEV1), FEV1/forced vital capacity, total lung capacity and alveolar volume values were slightly lower and computed tomography scan abnormalities more prevalent in patients with a low DLCO. Age and number of pack years were independently associated with DLCO < 45% pred. IPAH(<45%) showed no different haemodynamic profile, yet worse exercise performance and a worse survival rate, which were both related to age, sex and the presence of coronary disease. To conclude, a severely reduced DLCO in IPAH is associated with advanced age and a greater tobacco exposure. These patients have a worse exercise performance despite a similar hemodynamic profile. We confirm the decreased survival in this patient group and now show that this poor outcome is related to age, sex and the presence of coronary disease.